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Abstract
We demonstrate the coherent combining of three beams with a phase-locking controller using VLSI multidithering technique. Three …ber-coupled phase shifters are used to compensate phase distortions in the beam
propagation path. The highest dither frequency in our system is 70MHz. The achieved closed-loop compensation bandwidth of three beamlets is up to 100KHz.
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1. Introduction
Coherent beam combining is an important research area for laser communications and beam projection
applications. The reported experimental demonstrations from other research groups are brie‡y described as
follows. In [1–3], a phase-compensating 70-mm-diameter aperture transceiver with a hexagonal closely-packed
array of seven 23-mm-diameter …ber collimator sub-apertures was demonstrated. The signal at the far …eld
receiver was maximized by modulating each sub-aperture’s phase through adjusting the pump current to its
ampli…er’s pump diode using multi-dithering control with lock-in ampli…er. The dither frequency is about
20KHz. The feedback signal was acquired from the photo detector at the target plane in the concave-mirrorconverted far …eld. In [4], the optical outputs from 48 polarization maintaining …bers in an 8 8 …ber array
(only 48 were used) with 250 m pitch were collimated through an 8 8 lenslet array with the same pitch. The
48 collimated micro-beams were coherently combined through modulating individual in-line phase modulators
(piezo stretchers) using stochastic parallel gradient descent method. The update rate of the controller is about
8KHz iterations per second. The feedback signal was acquired from the photo detector at the target plane in
convex-lens-converted far …eld. In both systems, the compensation e¤ects for the phase distortions along the
propagation path were demonstrated. However, the speed of the phase-locking controller are not very fast in
these two systems. As a part of the research e¤orts for the conformal adaptive phase-locked …ber collimator
array [5], the coherent beam combining using multi-dithering technique is demonstrated in this paper. The
coherent beam combining using stochastic parallel gradient descent techniques for the conformal optical system
is presented separately in [6].
2. Experimental Setup
The real far …eld distance is too large (up to a few kilometers) to do the experiments in the laboratory. A far
…eld conversion lens is used to simulate the far …eld in our experiments. A picture of the experimental optical
setup with a three-element conformal optical transmitter in the laboratory is given in …gure 1. The red arrowed
lines show the propagation paths of the three beamlets.

Figure 1: Experimental optical setup with three-element transmitter. The red arrowed lines show the propagation paths
of the beamlets. Transmitter with three sub-apertures. Equivalent conformal aperture diameter D 71mm. Subaperture lens diameter d=25mm. Sub-aperture lens focal length f =107mm. Distance between lens centers l=40mm.
Wavelength =1060nm. Whole conformal aperture …ll-factor is 0.37. Sub-aperture beamlet …ll-factor is 0.75.
The hotplate (in white) between the tip-tilt mirror and the cubic beam splitter is used to generate phase distortions.
A cooling fan is used to generate air‡ow. For convenience, the upper-right sub-aperture (beamlet) is identi…ed as
#1, the upper-left sub-aperture (beamlet) is identi…ed as #2, and the bottom sub-aperture (beamlet) is identi…ed
as #3.

In order to coherently combine the three beamlets in the far …eld, we prepare the beamlets as follows.
The three quasi-monochromatic beamlets are collimated at the transmitter pupil plane. The three collimated
beamlets are aligned in parallel to each other so that they can be combined and focused in the same target
focal plane in the far …eld. The three beamlets are generated by splitting a beam from a single seed laser into
a few parts which are correlated in phase to each other. The length di¤erences of three …ber optical paths are
controlled to be smaller than the coherence length of the laser source. The three beamlets are linearly polarized.
Their polarization angles are matched.
More speci…cations of the experimental setup are given in …gure 2. A …ber-coupled diode laser with wavelength 1060nm is used in the experiments. The laser output has a linewidth of 300KHz and a coherence length
of 700m. The length di¤erences between the …ber optical paths ( 10m) for each beamlet are <0.5m which is
much smaller than the coherence length of the seed laser. The three outgoing beamlets into the free space are
correlated in phase after passing through the optical …ber paths. The output power grating of the used diode
seed laser is 150mW.
All the optical …bers used in the experiments are Panda type polarization-maintaining single-mode …bers with
the design wavelength =1060nm. All the …ber connectors are FC/APC in order to reduce the back-re‡ections
in the …ber-to-…ber couplings. The polarization-maintaining …ber beam splitter has built-in phase shifters and
amplitude controls. Each phase shifter need a control voltage (denoted by U 1, U 2 and U 3) 2.2V to generate a
-radian phase shift. The active waveguide of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer for the amplitude control need

a control voltage (denoted by A1, A2 and A3) 4.1V to tune the beamlet power from its maximum value to
zero. The amplitude control voltages (U 1, U 2 and U 3) are tuned to appropriate DC values (usually 0:5V) in
order to balance the powers of the three beamlets. The phase shifts for the three beamlets are modulated by
the control voltages generated by the multi-dithering phase-locking controller.
There are three polarization-maintaining …ber-coupled beam collimators for the three beamlets, respectively.
The three beam collimators are used to collimate the three beamlets, to align them in parallel to each other
and to couple them into the free space. The three collimated beamlets in parallel pass the far …eld conversion
lens, and are re‡ected by a large plane mirror and then are re‡ected again by a small plane mirror, to a
polarization-independent cubic beam splitter. After the cubic beam splitter, part of the beam is transmitted
to the target pinhole (diameter 50 m) and part of the beam is re‡ected through an attenuator wheel to the
microscope-coupled CCD focused at the target focal plane. A photo detector (PDA-10CF, 150MHz bandwidth)
and a wideband ampli…ter (DHPVA-100, 100MHz bandwidth, 10-60dB gain) are located immediately behind
the target pinhole. The bandwidth of the combo of the given photo detector and the ampli…er is from DC to
100MHz for the used wavelenth = 1060nm. The collected power (denoted by J) by the pinhole is used as the
feedback input signal by the multi-dithering phase-locking controller. This feedback signal is our system metric
to be maximized. The three beamlets propagate in free space from the transmitter pupil to the target pinhole.
In this propagation path, wavefront phase distortions can be introduced with the hotplate and the cooling fan
as shown in …gure 1.
3. Multi-dithering controller for phase-locking
Multi-dithering algorithm[7,8] is a commonly used technique for the phase-locking control in coherent beam
combining[2,3,9]. In our system, phase-locking control is implemented with a mixed-signal VLSI multi-dithering
controller[10] as shown in …gure 3. The multi-dithering algorithm implemented on this speci…c controller is
described as follows.
There are eight parallel control channels available in our multi-dithering controller. We have three beamlets
in our experiments. In total, we need to use three control channels to apply three voltages (denoted by Ui (t),
i = 1; 2; 3) to the three …ber phase shifters for phase-locking control.
For convenience, we use the following convention in this section. f g represents the ensemble of variables
with the general indicator enclosed by fg. For example, Ui (t) is a single control voltage, while fUi (t)g indicates
the ensemble fU1 (t) , U2 (t) , U3 (t)g.
The system metric J can be written as a function of the control voltages
J

J (fUi (t)g)
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The phase-locking control using multi-dithering technique can be realized by updating the control voltages
fUi (t)g continuously with estimating their gradients in the following manner. For a given i = 1; 2; 3
dUi (t)
= hJ (fUj (t) +
dt
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is the cuto¤ frequency of the lowpass operation denoted by h iLP BW , is the update gain for all the control
voltages fUi (t)g, f i g are the respective small amplitudes of the harmonic dithers f i cos (! i t)g for the control
voltages fUi (t)g, f! i g are the respective frequencies of the harmonic dithers f i cos (! i t)g for the control voltages
fUi (t)g, T is de…ned as the total time delay between the instant at which the dithers are applied to the control
voltages fUi (t)g and the instant at which the metric J is picked up by the multi-dithering controller to do the
above lowpass evaluation, fcos (! i t + i )g are phase-shifted harmonic signals, f i g are the relative phase shifts
of the phase-shifted harmonic signals.
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Figure 2: Schematic of experimental setup
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Figure 3: VLSI multi-dithering controller developed at the Johns Hopkins University (2006). Dither frequency range:
100Hz 800MHz. Channel output dynamic range: 0.5 2.5V. The IDC50 connector is for interfacing to PC card
(PCI-DAC6703). Power supplies are 0.0 +3.0V: There are eight output channels and each channel has two output
terminals with 50 output impedance. There are two di¤erential metric inputs terminals with 50 input impedance.

Here LP BW is assumed to be less than the minimum value of f! i g. The selection of the lowpass cuto¤
frequency LP BW depends on the frequency spectrum of the phase noises to be compensated. If the LP BW is
known, then the dither frequencies f! i g can be selected. Without consideration for the time delay T , the above
evaluation of the gradients cannot be performed synchronously in the real-time control system.
With proper selections of f i g and positive update gain , the system metric J can be (locally) maximized.
This can be veri…ed brie‡y as follows. If the dithers f i cos (! i t)g are applied to the control voltages fUi (t)g
at the instant t, then the following detection of the system metric J (fUj (t) + j cos (! j t)g) is performed at the
instant t + T .
3
X
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J (fUj (t) + j cos (! j t)g) and fcos [! i (t + T ) + i ]g are synchronous in real-time multi-dithering controller.
With a little algebra, the lowpass operation for a given i = 1; 2; 3 gives
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Assume update gain coe¢ cient
and all small dither amplitudes f i g are positive. As long as the
roundtrip time delay T is known, f i g can be selected such that fcos (! i T + i )g are non-negative. This
0, which indicates a (locally) maximizing process for the system metric J. Usually it is
makes dJ(fUdti (t)g)
di¢ cult to detect T directly in the real-time control system. A trial-and-error method is used to select each i
from a set of discrete values 0; 3 ; 23 ; ; 43 ; 53 .
In general, the selection results of f i g in the above trial-and-error scheme are not unique. Di¤erent selections
of f i g give di¤erent absolute values of dJ(fUdti (t)g) . This a¤ects the convergence speed of the system metric
J. The convergence speed is also dependent on the selections of the update gain coe¢ cient and the dither
amplitudes f i g. Appropriately increasing and f i g can increase the convergence speed of the system metric
J.
4. Experimental Results
Figure 4 shows the target plane intensity distributions for incoherent beam combining and coherent beam
combining. The beamlet identi…cations are de…ned in …gure 1. In the pseudo-incoherent beam combining, the
phases of the three beamlets are scrambled to be random enough by the …ber phase shifters to which three
sinusoidal voltages with di¤erent high frequecies (>1MHz) and high amplitudes (>2 -radian phase shift) are
applied. In the coherent beam combining cases, the phase-locking control is on. There is only static or quasistatic phase distortions due to the …ber optical path length di¤erences between the three channels, …ber optical
path length slow variations and so on. There are not any fast varying phase distortions or jitters present in
the propagation path of the beamlets. The images are the time-averaged (instead of instantaneous) intensity
distributions seen on the monitor due to the …nite response time of the CCD camera. It is not di¢ cult to
understand the images (a-e). For these …ve cases, the instantaneous intensity distributions have the similar
patterns as to the respective averaged distibutions here. In the case (f) for the coherent beam combining by
destructive phase-locking, the control system tries every e¤ort to minimize the received power in the pinhole.
The central lobe (brightest spot) of the combined beam can be anywhere around the pinhole. This is the
instantaneous case. On average, a dark hole and a bright ring are seen on the image (f). The central dark hole
is not surrounded by a uniform bright ring in the image (f) because the integration time of the camera is not
long enough. The scale 50 m is shown because the it is equal to the pinhole diameter. There are strong side
lobes present in these images. The strong side lobes are due to the relatively small conformal …ll factor 0.37 of
the conformal transmitter with three sub-apertures.
The phase-locking compensation power using …ber phase shifters with our multi-dithering controller is characterized in the following two experiments. All the beamlets are aligned in parallel to each other. The powers
of the three beamlets are balanced using the built-in amplitude controls inside the …ber phase shifters. In the
characterizing procedure, high frequency phase distortions are simulated by applying a harmonic voltage to
one of the phase shifters in use. This is because the phase distortions generated through the hotplate and the
cooling fan has only low frequency (<100Hz) components. Phase distortions up to 400KHz is introduced to one
beamlet relative to the others. There are no phase distortions introduced by the hotplate and the cooling fan
or jitters. These two experiments are described as follows.
Phase-locking of two beamlets (#1 and #2) using the multi-dithering controller is performed. Beamlet
#3 is blocked. The phase of beamlet #1 is distorted by applying a sinusoidal voltage to the phase control
electrode of …ber phase shifter #1. The phase of beamlet #2 is controlled by one channel output of the multidithering controller. The distortion phase-shift amplitude and the compensation bandwidth are recorded. Here
the phase-locking compensation bandwidth for a given distortion phase-shift amplitude is de…ned as the cuto¤
frequency (the highest frequecy of the sinusoidal distorting voltage) at which the normalized metric is 0.85. The
normalized metric in a phase-locking state is calculated by dividing the averaged metric signal when distortion
is present by the averaged metric signal when distortion is absent. This experiment corresponds to the curve in
red in …gure 5.
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Figure 4: Target plane intensity distributions for incoherent beam combining and coherent beam combining. (a) incoherent combining of three beamlets, (b) coherent combining of two beamlets (#1 and #2), (c) coherent combining
of two beamlets (#2 and #3), (d) coherent combining of two beamlets (#1 and #3), (e) coherent combining of three
beamlets (constructively phase-locked), (f) coherent combining of three beamlets (destructively phase-locked). The
images are the time-averaged (instead of instantaneous) intensity distributions seen on the monitor due to the …nite
response time of the CCD. The beamlet identi…cations are de…ned in …gure 1.

Phase-locking of three beamlets using the multi-dithering controller is performed. The phase of beamlet #1 is
distorted by applying a sinusoidal voltage to the phase control electrode of …ber phase shifter #1. The phases of
the other two beamlets (#2 and #3) are controlled by two channel outputs of the multi-dithering controller. The
distortion phase-shift amplitude and the compensation bandwidth are recorded. This experiment corresponds
to the curve in blue in …gure 5.
In the above experiments, the highest dither frequency is 70MHz and the lowpass cuto¤ frequency LP BW
is set to be 4.7MHz. Figure 5 shows that the compensation bandwidth for phase-locking of two beamlets is
generally higher than the compensation bandwidth for phase-locking of three beamlets for a given distortion
phase-shift amplitude. The phase-locking of more beamlets are more di¢ cult than the phase-locking of less
beamlets in general.
The transition process from phase-unlocked state to phase-locked state using VLSI multi-dithering phaselocking controller is investigated. Here phase-unlocked state means the state where phase-locking control is o¤
when the atmospheric phase distortions generated by the hotplate and the cooling fan are present. The phaselocked state means the stable convergence state when the same atmospheric phase distortions are present. The
three beamlets are combined together and are modulated by the respective …ber phase shifters. The transition
process is de…ned starting at the moment when the control systems are turned on and ending at the moment
the normalized metric reaches 95% of the value of its stable convergence state. This is shown in …gure 6. This
plot is obtained on an oscilliscope automatically because the data acquisiton board PCI-DAS1602/12 for metric
signal is not able to sample the metric fast enough. The convergence time is 1.90 s. The needed number of
dither cycles is 133 for 3 beamlets. The system needs 44 dither cycles per beamlet to converge to its stable
state.
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Figure 5: Phase-locking compensation power using multi-dithering controller. These curves correspond to the normalized
metric 0:85. The highest dither frequency is 70MHz. The curve in red is for the phase-locking of two beamlets
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by applying a sinusoidal voltage to the phase modulating terminal of the …ber phase shifter #1. No jitters or
atmospheric phase distortions are present.
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Figure 6: Phase-locking transition curve using the VLSI multi-dithering controller. The highest dither frequency is
70MHz. The convergence time is 1.90 s. The needed number of dither cycles for convergence is 133 for 3 beamlets.
Atmospheric phase distortions generated by the hotplate and the cooling fan are present. No jitters are present. The
ripples on the curve are due to the 2 -jumps of the multi-dithering controller. (see [10])

5. Summary
We have experimentally demonstrated the coherent combining of three collimated beamlets with a multidithering phase-locking controller based on mixed-signal VLSI technology. The highest dither frequency used in
our system is 70MHz. The compensation bandwidth for phase distortions is up to 100KHz when the distortion
amplitude corresponds to about -radian phase shift. However, the current implementation of the VLSI multidithering controller need be further improved in the following aspect. The trial-and-error selection method for
f i g as described in the controller section need be replaced with an automatic selection method.
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